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Section 8: Reports

Locating Reports
The variety of reports, described below, will help you to assess student performance in your class. 

A. From the section home page, click on the Performance tab and hover over 
Reports. Click on the report you wish to view or click on View all reports to 
go to the reports home page.

Instructors can also access Reports on the My Course page.

Connect Reports
Assignment Results

■	 The Assignment Results report shows your entire class’s performance across all of 
your assignments. Each student attempt is listed along with the score, organized by 
columns, for each assignment. You can look more closely at a particular student’s 
work by selecting the student’s name and choosing an individual assignment attempt. 

Assignment Statistics
■	 Assignment Statistics reports will give you quick data on each assignment including the  

mean score, high score, and low score, as well as the number of times it was submitted.

Student Performance
■	 Tailor your lectures—and office hours. The Student Performance report helps you search for a 

specific student in your class and focus on that student’s progress across your assignments. You 
can view assignments that have been submitted and any assignments the student currently has in 
progress, so you are able to provide guidance or feedback during or after an assignment.
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Item Analysis
■	 The Item Analysis report is the best way to get a bird’s-eye view of a single assignment. 

You will be able to tell if students are improving or if the concepts are something you want 
to spend additional time on in class. When you want to see what your class is struggling 
with on a particular assignment or quiz, this report will help by providing you with the 
average score for each individual question across all students’ attempts, the average of 
best scores, and the average of the most recent attempts on the question.

Category Analysis
■	 The Category Analysis report is the place to go to find out how your students are 

performing relative to specific learning objectives and goals. Run customized reports 
on the content in your assignments to determine performance across aspects like 
learning objective, difficulty level, Bloom’s taxonomy categories, and even your 
own criteria if you have taken the time to edit questions in your assignments with 
individual learning objectives for your course.

At Risk
■	 The At Risk report provides instructors with one-click access to a dashboard that 

identifies students who are at risk of dropping out of a course due to low engagement 
levels. Connect looks for patterns of online student activity to determine the 
engagement level of the student, including such events as the frequency of logins 
and assignment submission. Other factors that may affect prediction include special 
events or manual grading.

Running and Exporting Connect Reports

Creating Assignment Results Reports

A. Select the Performance tab.

B. Hover over Reports.

C. Click Assignment results.

Section 8: Reports Connect Reports - Continued
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A. Select section(s) of your courses to be on the report. Choose from 
the current section, sections within the same course, and secondary 
instructors’ shared sections (if applicable).

B. Select assignment(s) to be on the report. You can filter the assignments 
by clicking Filter by and then using the checkboxes next to each type of 
assignment you want to appear in the select assignment(s) list box.

C. Select and deselect assignments by using the Ctrl key while clicking 
assignment names in the list box. Use the select all and clear all buttons 
available at the bottom of the list box.

D. Select attempt to specify how the student assignment score is 
calculated and displayed when your students are allowed multiple 
attempts for an assignment.

a. Best displays the best score of all submitted attempts.

b. Last displays the score of the most recently submitted attempt. 

c. All displays scores from all submitted assignment attempts.

d. Average displays the average score of all submitted assignment attempts.

 Exclude attempts submitted after the due date: Checking this option removes  
any scores from assignments that were submitted after the due date.

 Drop assignments with the lowest scores: Checking this option allows 
you to remove assignments with the lowest scores from the report. 
This option is not available if you selected Best attempt.

E. Specify report date range for the report. Select a From and To date 
using the calendar icon.

F. Select your score style allows you to choose how your scores will be 
displayed: either points, percents, or both.

 Click Customize Report Information, to further customize the report.

G. Click View report to generate the report.

Additional detail can be found by clicking the help link at the top of the screen.

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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The Assignment Results report will display with a list of your students in the first column and a 
subsequent column for each assignment with corresponding student scores. 

A. Customize or turn off optional grade range highlights in the highlight 
ranges menu.

 To export the report, click Export, select the format, and then click 
Export again to download.

 You can also Print the report.

Note: If you have a Blackboard integration and the option to export to Blackboard is not appearing, 
you have not yet inserted your students' Blackboard IDs into the student roster. The total score will 
be located in the last column in the report. You may need to use the scrollbar to reach it. 

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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Creating Student Performance Reports
The Student Performance report displays individual student performance across all assignments. To 
view a report for a specific student, type the student’s name in the search text box on the page. You 
will see the matching student names in the current section by default. 

A. Select the Performance tab.

B. Hover over Reports.

C. Click Student performance.

A. To view a report for a specific student, type the student’s name in the 
search text box in the page. 

B. Customize the list of assignments by choosing the assignment category 
you want to view.

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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Creating Assignment Statistics Reports

A. Select the Performance tab.

B. Hover over Reports.

C. Click Assignment statistics.

A. Select which sections will be on the report. 

B. Select which assignments will be on the report. 

C. You can filter assignments by type using the checkboxes next to each 
type of assignment you want to appear in the select assignment(s) list box.

 Select and deselect assignments by using the Ctrl key while clicking 
assignment names in the list box. Use the select all and clear all buttons 
available at the bottom of the list box.  

D. Click view report to generate the report.

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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Creating Item Analysis Reports 
The Item Analysis report provides statistics on each question within a single assignment. 

A. Select the Performance tab.

B. Hover over Reports.

C. Select the Item analysis drop-down menu.

 

Available report options:

A.  Select section(s)—Select which section(s) will be on the report. 
Choose from the current section, linked sections within the same 
course, and secondary instructors’ linked sections. 

B. Select one assignment—Select one assignment to be displayed in the 
report. Your choice of sections determines the assignments listed here. 
Note that only question bank assignments can be used for this report. 

C. Click Filter by to filter specific assignment types (homework, quiz, etc.). 

D. Select an assignment attempt —First and last assignment attempt 
scores are always included, but you can select whether you also want 
to see the best or average assignment attempt score. 

E. You can also check the box to exclude attempts submitted after the 
due date.

F. Last, select if you want to show scores in percentages or points.

G. Click View report.

User 
Tip: Only 
questions 

from the question 
bank can be used for 
the Item Analysis 
report.

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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A. Here you will see your selections from the previous screen and the 
report below. 

B. Click a question to preview it.

C. Click the plus sign to view individual student scores.

D. Next to each question/student name you will see the first, last, and 
best or average assignment attempt score.

E. You can export

F. or print the report.

G. Edit your report options at any time by clicking Show options.

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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Creating Category Analysis Reports

A. Select the Performance tab.

B. Hover over Reports.

C. Click Category analysis.

 

A. Select the section(s) to include. 

B. Select the assignments to be analyzed. Select more than one 
assignment by using the Ctrl key while clicking assignment names. 

C. Click Filter by to filter specific assignment types (homework, quiz, etc.). 

D. You have to select at least one category to use to evaluate students’ 
performance.

You can also further customize the report by selecting:

E. Which assignment attempt you want to show.

F. Whether or not you want attempts submitted after the due date excluded.

G. A report date range. 

H. Whether or not you want to see individual student names and scores.

I. Click View report.

User Tip: 
These 
categories 

vary based on 
what section and 
assignments you 
choose. A category 
or category group is 
only available when a 
selected assignment 
contains a question 
with content related 
to this category or 
group. 

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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A. At the top you will see a summary of the settings you selected in the 
last screen.

B. Click the blue arrow next to the title to see the assignment details.

C. Listed next to each category you can find the number of questions 
assigned that relate to the topic, the number of students who have 
submitted answers out of the total number of students, and the 
average percent of how students are doing in that category. 

D. You can also export 

E. Or print the report. 

F. Edit report options at any time by clicking Show options.

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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Creating At Risk Reports

A. Select the Performance tab.

B. Hover over Reports.

C. Select At risk report.

A. You will be able to see the online engagement indicator score that 
shows which students are at risk and allows you to e-mail those 
students directly.  

B. You can see your entire class and how many students fall into each 
category.

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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Creating LearnSmart Reports

A. Select the Performance tab.

B. Hover over Reports. 

C. Click View all reports.

A. Select LearnSmart under Adaptive Assignment Reports.

Section 8: Reports Running and Exporting Connect Reports - Continued
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LearnSmart & SmartBook Reports
Each distinct LearnSmart report provides real-time data so that instructors can focus on the units or 
topics for which students need the most help.

A. Progress Overview shows how much the students studied in each 
chapter.

B. Student Details provides data specific to individual students organized 
by chapter and includes assignment level versus self-study.

C. Look at the Module Details report to find out how your class is 
performing as a whole on assigned modules.

D. The Practice quiz report will show you practice quiz results for your 
students.

E. View the Missed Questions report to view the most frequently missed 
questions for each module.

F. The Metacognitive Skills reports compile data based on your student's 
awareness of their own knowledge base.

G. The Most Challenging Learning Objectives offers the top five most 
challenging objectives for each module for your class.

User Tip: Progress overview completion can be larger than what is seen in a 
student's assignment completion if the student studied after an assignment's due 
date or forgot to update results by opening the assignment. It can also, in rare 
cases, be larger if the student studied this material in a previous course.
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